
While kayak guiding is still a passion, my biggest adventure for a few years has been 
as the owner and operator of Spring Cleaning Home Organization, and now TidyWild 
Organizing as well.


This is just another version of guiding, which is why I call this an organizing adventure.


Words can't express how excited I am to embark upon this adventure with you! 


Stick with me through this entire course, follow the steps, and you will experience a life 
shift (or many!).  


Give your Self time to truly dive in and COMPLETE this course, and you will find a 
new you beneath the clutter.  

I've read countless organizing books, trained with Marie Kondo and worked with many 
people in their homes. 


I also have a lifetime hobby of studying neuroscience, brain plasticity, and human 
behavior - especially where all of this relates to happiness and habits. 


In my work I blend learning from all areas of my unique background and it ties together 
to deeply serve those who work with me…which now includes you!


It brings me immense joy to help move through chaos to find peace and joy in homes, 
minds and lives, because I know how it feels to be overwhelmed by too much “stuff”!


I’m a naturally “messy” person and I spent years struggling with chaos.


I've dealt with anxiety, depression, debilitating pain, family deaths and a ruthless mean 
voice in my mind. 


Because I didn’t have the right skills, I couldn’t find my way to the other side of clutter 
and messiness, both internally and externally.


I was often late and forgot things. I often misplaced my keys and my purse and my 
favorite socks…and anything else that could be misplaced :)


I beat myself up constantly and was making myself crazy. 




But through years of study and practice, I made it to the place of peace I’m in. 
EVERYTHING in my home has a place, and no matter how big a mess I make, it’s 
simple and easy to clear it, which is still just incredible to me!


I'm here to say…


There is peace on the other side of chaos.


There is deep joy waiting for you. 


There is freedom ready for you. 


There is a an organized mind inside you. 


There is a more productive, more energized you on the other side of this course!


And YOU DESERVE all this, whether you believe this or not.


As a professional in-home organizer for over 7 years, I've helped organize everything 
from underwear drawers to entire homes, from storage units to kids rooms, from 
garage tools to junk drawers. 


And I LOVE it! I see organizing as a puzzle ~ I grew up doing puzzles and love the 
satisfaction of pieces finding their homes. 


Your cluttered spaces are just puzzles to figure out…


With your focused determination to finish, this course will give you skills to put your life 
puzzle together in a way that supports your goals, dreams and true desires. 


I used to organize outdoor adventures and outdoor equipment, now I organize homes 
and thoughts!


Stick with me through the entire course and you WILL find a new kind of freedom.  


